HTC One with CyanogenMod: 25 Tips & Tricks

Why You Need This BookThis book is
designed for the person that wants to be
enlightened and unleash the full potential
of the HTC One with the CyanogenMod
ROM. Learn how to completely utilize the
combination of the HTC One hardware and
the CyanogenMod software with these 25
versatile tips and tricks.If you want to learn
about
the
latest
CyanogenMod
enhancements and how they are applied to
the HTC One, this book is for you!Some of
the topics covered in this book are:- Setting
Quiet Hours- Using the dialpad to quickly
find a contact- Improving lock screen
security- Adding the percentage number to
the battery status indicator- Using slider
shortcuts- Accessing the multi-tasking
window- Updating to the latest version of
CyanogenMod- Adding widgets to the lock
screen- Configuring privacy guardAccessing the camera from the lock screenAdding and removing tiles from the quick
settings panelWhen you have finished this
book, you will be able to use your HTC
One more efficiently and securely.
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